- We are an American German metal band that
collaborated our two countries metal sounds.
This is how the band Consfearacy describe
themselves, a band Featuring lead vocalist Brian
O’Connor (ex-Vicious Rumors), guitarist Ira Black,
(ex- Vicious Rumors, Lizzy Borden, Metal Church),
guitarist Fabian Schwarz, bassist Guenter Auschrat (The New Black, Abandoned) and drummer Timo
Weis. They have recently released their debut album which feature a cover of mysticism, Hallowed
were fortunate enough to ask the band some questions and received some very short answers.
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The sound of Consfearacy is
described as American German
power, tech, thrash metal with
death metal overtones, at least
they are by the band themselves.
The debut album which is self
titled is described by the band as
a true collaboration.
- We were looking to combine
American metal sounds with
European metal sounds to create
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something powerful but dynamic.
There is a lot of talk about this
European/American collaboration from this band, one might
think though that the distance
would make it a bit tricky to collaborate. However, the world of
today is not as big as the world
used to be, the modern communications have been talked about
earlier in this webzine and it is
something that this band make
good use of.
- In this day and age the inter-

net and home studios are super
easy to get records done.
The album was produced
by Fabian Schwarz and Brian
O’Connor, guitarist and singer in
the band and they say that they
are very pleased with how the
album turned out. Apparently
they do not want want to pick a
favourite song of the album but
says the best thing of this album
is that it is a true collaboration.
The collaboration between experienced metal musicians from
both America and Germany.

According to the promotional
information the band writes
about controversial topics when
it comes to the lyrical content,
their name reflect on a lot of this
being a play on words putting
together the words conspiracy
and fear.
- We write about mysticism,
government conspiracy’s, relationships, spirituality and other
topics that are on our minds,
says the band about their lyrical
themes.
The name and album cover
reflects this mystic and conspiratoric theme along with the song
titles as well, but does their end

of day prophesies go down well
with people?
It would appear that it does,
according to the band the reception has been great. The feedback have been great, reviews
and everything has been positive
says the band.
The band has been offered
to do some touring but says
they have to be sensible about
their approach so they give no
information about where and
when they will tour, if they will.
Though the assumption is that
they will tour mostly in Europe
if there is to be anything.
I asked the band about how
they would say they are as a live
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band, and the answer was:
- We are looking forward to
playing live at festivals and on
tour within next year. It will be
powerful and dynamic. We are
all seasoned professional musicians who can be ready for any
opportunity that comes our way
at a moments notice.
So, I guess you will have to visit the bands website at http://
www.confearacy.net to know
more about touring and what
the band are up to. Their self
titled debut album is out now in
both territories of this band, do
look the band up to know more
about upcoming tours and gigs
and also read our review.
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